Abstract. Large, portable frozen-spin HD (Deuterium-Hydride) targets have been developed for studying nucleon spin properties with low backgrounds. Protons and Deuterons in HD are polarized at low temperatures (~10mK) inside a vertical dilution refrigerator (Oxford Kelvinox-1000) containing a high magnetic field (up to 17T). The targets reach a frozen-spin state within a few months, after which they can be cold transferred to an In-Beam Cryostat (IBC). The IBC, a thin-walled dilution refrigerator operating either horizontally or vertically, is use with quasi-4π detector systems in open geometries with minimal energy loss for exiting reaction products in nucleon structure experiments. The first application of this advanced target system has been used for Spin Sum Rule experiments at the LEGS facility in Brookhaven National Laboratory. An improved target production and handling system has been developed at Jefferson Lab for experiments with the CEBAF Large Acceptance Spectrometer, CLAS.
HDice target
Polarized Deuterium Hydride, HD, in the frozen-spin mode has been used for nuclear and particle physics experiments, initially for measuring Spin Sum Rules 1 at the LEGS facility in Brookhaven National Laboratory, and has recently been prepared for use in Hall B of Jefferson Lab 2 . The original concept of polarizing HD was proposed by Honig in 1967 3 . In HD, intrinsic relaxation times are extremely long, but trace impurities of H 2 and D 2 at the 10 -4 to 10 -3 level readily polarize at high magnetic field and low temperature. These rapidly transfer their polarization to HD via spin exchange and then decay to magnetically inert states, creating an effective "Polarization-Switch". The switch is engaged by "aging" in the polarizing condition to let the population of impurities in magnetically sensitive states decay to their inert ground states. In this process a frozen-spin mode is achieved. Figure 1 shows the lowest levels of the solid hydrogens involved in the polarization process.
There are numerous advantages of using frozen-spin HD for nuclear and particle physics measurements. It has the lowest dilution factor among all other solid targets, having only one neutron and two protons (bound and free), all of which are polarizable. The Proton and Deuteron spins can be transferred between them as desired with RF transitions. Since the target is in a frozen-spin mode, it can be transferred at 2K and several hundred gauss. With no symmetry constraints on the molecular wave-function and little or no coupling to the lattice, solid HD can maintain polarization almost indefinitely in much relaxed conditions of up to ½ K and a few kilo-gauss. With decay times of years, targets can be made far in advance and stored in preparation for complex experiments. Following initial studies at Syracuse, a system of cryostats and sample manipulation tools were developed at Brookhaven National Lab during the last decade 4, 5 . Recently these have been transferred to Jefferson Lab where an expanded facility has been developed to supply HD targets with photon and (potentially) electron beams in Hall B 6 .
Applications
The first HD application for nuclear physics was a series of measurements conducted at LEGS during [2004] [2005] [2006] . Figure 3 shows the missing-mass plots for two reaction channels and Figure 4 displays the running integral of the GDH Sum Rule 1 . These precision measurements have resolved an apparent puzzle and brought this sum rule evaluation down to its standard expectation 1 . 
HD polarization at manipulation at Jefferson Lab
The HDice target system involves five specialized dewars for different functionalities. HD gas with appropriate impurity levels is condensed into a target cell inside a Production Dewar (PD), a pumped 4 He cryostat with a 2 Tesla magnet from Janis. There, thermal equilibrium NMR signals from HD are measured to calibrate the polarization monitoring system. The target is then moved with a Transfer Cryostat (TC), a 3 m cold screw-driver equipped with both liquid helium and nitrogen spaces and a transverse 0.11 Tesla Halbach Dipole. The HD is loaded into an Oxford Instruments dilution refrigerator (ODR), Kelvinox-1000 with a 15/17 Tesla magnet to polarize and age. After reaching its frozen-spin mode, it is then cold-transferred back to the PD for measuring the polarization of both protons and deuterons. The target is then transferred into a Storage Dewar (SD), a pumped 4 He cryostat with a 8/10 Tesla magnet from Janis, and finally into an in-beam cryostat (CLAS-IBC), a new The CLAS-IBC has been constructed and commissioned. Cooling with helium only from room temperature takes 3 days. A minimum temperature of 35 mK has been achieved and the cooling power at 165 mK was 3 mW. All 3 superconducting magnets, which produce both longitudinal and transverse field as well as an ancillary field, and a room temperature backup coil have met design specifications. 
Conclusions
Solid HD has many proven advantages as a target for spin measurements with electromagnetic probes. The chief characteristics of this advanced polarized target are its frozen-spin mode, with low holding fields (sub-Tesla) at relatively warm temperatures (up to 0.5 K), and low background with essentially no dilution, which results in smaller statistical errors and shorter running time. Furthermore, the production facility can be separated from experimental site, which has many logistic advantages.
A new HDice target facility has been developed at Jefferson Lab where experiments with CLAS are now in preparation. An initial commissioning run was completed in April-May 2011. Final preparations are under way for the g14 γ + HD experiment, which will begin in November of 2011 and run through April 2012. In May of 2012 HD target performance with electrons will be tested.
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